
        String spreading and 
           S-matrix `data'

with M. Dodelson: 
arXiv:1504.05536-7 and work in progress

*light cone spreading calculations 
and Black Hole dynamics
*4,5, and 6 point string amplitudes 
in flat spacetime

+ extensive discussions with S. Giddings, 
D. Marolf,  G. Veneziano, T. Bachlechner & 
L. McAllister, D. Stanford & S. Shenker; S. 
Caron-Huot; ...

'14 (D-brane production)  E.S. (+J. 
Polchinski); Puhm, Rojas, Ugajin



Question:  What is the leading  
breakdown of effective field theory 
at a horizon, in string theory? 
Naive estimate:  EFT valid for 
small 'R (and small tidal forces).
Despite weak curvature, over long 
times a large energy can develop.  
As we will see:  this, combined 
with concrete string spreading 
dynamics, calls into question the 
above estimate.  The string-
theoretic modification of GR this 
suggests is consistent with 
observations, and potentially 
important for black hole physics, 
real and thought-experimental.  



'tHooft '84, ...











To sum up light cone gauge 
calculations:  

Vacuum fluctuations of string 
embedding coordinates can 
interact with a sufficiently 
sensitive detector:  up to mode 
number n_max ~ |s/t| for |t|>1/'.

Note that detectability of vacuum 
fluctuations is familiar in other 
circumstances (Unruh detectors, 
density perturbations,...). 



Longitudinal spreading is related 
by a constraint to transverse. 

Such constrained variables are 
familiar and physical:  perhaps 
the most basic is the expansion of 
the universe (related to matter by 
Hamiltonian constraint).  Similarly 
the oscillation of a string along its 
direction (expansion of the 
worldsheet universe).

Nonetheless, it is worthwhile to 
check for this effect in gauge-
invariant S-matrix amplitudes.



S-matrix `data' analysis:
Convolve amplitudes with wavepackets.  
Phase of amplitude determines peak central 
trajectories -- including impact parameters 
and time shifts -- of external states (i.e. most 
probable among the wavepackets indexed by 
their central trajectories).   

Work in Regge regime (details below) where
incoming states bend slightly into outgoing 
states, exchanging transverse momentum. 
(Wavepackets narrow enough to justify 
focus on leading term in Regge limit.) Trace 
the trajectories back into the middle of the 
process to attempt a geometric 
interpretation.  Find nontrivial check of naive 
geometry: meeting of trajectories +  `yo yo' 
solutions + Bremsstrahlung radiation at higher 
orders. At five (and now six) points this 
geometry exhibits longitudinal nonlocality.    



Full Disclosure:  the 
wavepackets have a momentum 
space width
         1/'log|s/t|
Although this allows us to 
localize the trajectories well 
within the scales of interest, in 
position space they are broad 
enough that many other impact 
parameters contribute to the 
amplitude, beyond the peak one. 
cf S. Giddings, S. Caron Huot       
The peak trajectories are the 
most probable among these 
wavepackets, but are not 
position eigenstates.      



A similar setup to the black hole 
appears at six points in tree level
flat space string S matrix:
cf D. Marolf







Assuming that, we find features of tree 
level string amplitudes that indicate 
longitudinal nonlocality.  

Note this density is real, consistent with ||^2.  





Naive to trace back, but:
*Trajectories meet (all 
dimensions)
*`yo yo' string solution for created 
string fits geometry nontrivially
*5-point upgrade: radiation leg (2) 
emerges as expected for 
Bremsstrahlung
*When join? Instantaneous, purely 
transverse joining+splitting hard to make 
sense of, but subtle (bonus slides)



(bonus slide)



(bonus 
slide)



(bonus slide)





Trace back.  Assumption here is 
that A turns directly into 1, a 
hypothesis tested by nontrivial 
meeting, and as occurred in Regge 4 pts 
where also tested by Brem. and yo-yo 
sol'n.  Given that, the interaction is 
early, indicating longitudinal non-
locality.



Back to horizons:

*Applying detectable spreading
estimate from above:



Remarks:
*This is causal, just nonlocal. Weakly 
curved  BH accelerates trajectories to large 
center of mass energy.
*AdS/CFT constrains late time behavior (via 
OPEs), consistent because of n_max~s/(-t)
Shenker-Stanford; Camanho,Edelstein,Maldacena, 
Zhiboedov, ...

*Relative boost sets in outside the horizon. 

--May apply to AMPS paradox (late infaller)

--Consistent with observational constraints 
in cosmology (see below) and BH physics.
--May apply to real black holes:  
modification of GR due to string theory.  
Could it affect `ringdown' (quasinormal 
mode) physics in GW detection ??  
Applications to Event horizon telescope??





Final remarks/outlook:
*This effect is subtle, more 
theoretical `data' tests in progress 
--six points --background fields (linear dilaton, 
AdS, ...)  --radiation profile(beyond peak Brem.) 
--relation to Gross-Mende --(...)

*Substantial evidence+physical 
motivation for longitudinal 
spreading => breakdown of EFT 
at weakly-curved horizons in 
string theory. At the very least this 
represents a large theoretical 
uncertainty on a basic question.  
Tantalizing hint of physics beyond 
GR intrinsic to string theory, with 
potential for real and thought-
experimental application.


